Luxury Fall Details
Hey baby, take a walk on the wild side. Dare to unleash the primal desire within
you this fall with wildly alluring designs, provocative colors, gold ﬁnishes, lux
primal patterns and the most exquisite feathers, from our tempting collection.
Long, chic lounge couches, provocative armchairs and daring lighting designs take an exotic turn
when covered in supple reptile print fabric or topped with a pair of silently, seductive gold alligators.
Showers of golden butterflies and mesmerizing bouquets of brass flowers are flirtatiously
whimsical to the eye. An erotic exoticism only KOKET can create.
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GUILT | MIRROR

NYMPH | CHANDELIER

REPTILIAN | TABLE LAMP

GOLD FINISHES
Luxurious golden finishes and touches add a richness and glamour like the sultry light from the
last golden rays of Fall sun. Daring design meets a new meaning of luxury with polished gold
finishes sure to catch your eye.
KOKET’s newest addition to the Guilty Pleasures collection is the Reptilian Table Lamp. Lavish
and wild, the lamp’s cylindrical body is opulently wrapped in sumptuous black crocodile print
leather while two seductively silent, golden hand-carved crocodiles curve around the base.
Guilt Mirror is the perfect representation of the daring and luxurious spirit of KOKET. The mirror’s
exclusive design of two types of textured hammered metal forming an elaborate sunburst,
coated in a gleaming golden finish adds a new kind of light to home interiors.
The Nymph Chandelier embraces the wild side of the elegant and beautiful butterfly that so
gracefully bejewels the lighting fixture. Delicate brass butterflies hover in the air in perfect
harmony composing an overblown dramatic silhouette, which gives shape to a luxurious golden
chandelier.
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BURLESQUE | CONSOLE
INCANTO | BAR STOOL

EXOTIC PATTERNS
KOKET’s lavish fabric collection is anything but an ordinary selection of fabrics. Supple python
print leather, ripples of chartreuse satin, embossed cobra leather, and reptile print velvet are
among the exotic patterns that can cover any KOKET pieces your heart desires.
The exquisite and so fashionable reptile pattern gains a new meaning when combined with the
exclusive design of KOKET pieces. This pattern has conquered the runaways and collections of
the top fashion designers worldwide, and KOKET found the perfect way to adapt this erotic
pattern into interior design to bring glamour and exoticism to home interiors.
The French Cabaret inspired Burlesque Console is already a stunning statement piece, however
its glamour is taken to new, wild heights when covered in a cobra embossed jet black velvet.
Combined with the gleaming, golden hoops of the base, this console becomes as unforgettable
as a fall fling.
The charming Incanto Bar Stool gets a bite of verve when wrapped in a dark python print leather,
unleashing its inner wild child.
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KOKET - The brand

Daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the notoriously risqué
ad campaigns, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create highly
desirable empowering statement pieces.
The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty
Pleasures & Exotic Opulence Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious
upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which will mesmerize with their magical
mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.
KOKET’s savoire faire is intoxicating. The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers
who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of
exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye
and almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled
individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail stores.
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